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a b s t r a c t

Vapor explosions can be classified in terms of modes of contact between the hot molten fuel and the
coolant, since different contact modes may affect fuel-coolant mixing and subsequent vapor explosion
energetics. It is generally accepted that most vapor explosion phenomena fall into three different modes
of contact; fuel pouring into coolant, coolant injection into fuel and stratified fuel-coolant layers. In this
study, we review previous stratified steam explosion experiments as well as recent experiments per-
formed at the KTH in Sweden. While experiments with prototypic reactor materials are minimal, we do
note that generally the energetics is limited for the stratified mode of contact. When the fuel mass
involved in a steam explosion in a stratified geometry is compared to a pool geometry based on
geometrical aspects, one can conclude that there is a very limited set of conditions (when melt jet
diameter is small) under which a steam explosion is more energetic in a stratified geometry. However,
under these limited conditions the absolute energetic explosion output would still be small because the
total fuel mass involved would be limited.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

A severe accident can occur given a prolonged absence of
normal cooling to the reactor core as well as failure of emergency
core cooling systems.Without operator actions to provide alternate
water cooling, the core decay heat would eventually cause the core
materials to melt. These materials could slump into the lower
plenum leading to reactor pressure vessel failure and melt reloca-
tion to the reactor cavity. Depending on specific reactor designs,
when molten core materials move to the lower plenum of the
reactor vessel or the reactor cavity, the molten core materials could
interact with residual coolant water; so-called fuel-coolant inter-
action (FCI). In a FCI rapid boiling can occur caused by fuel frag-
mentation and heat transfer from molten core materials (‘corium’)
to the water coolant. If the rate of fuel fragmentation and heat
transfer is rapid enough, this can lead to local dynamic shock
pressurization and propagation; i.e., a steam explosion that can
threaten structural integrity of containment components.

Steam explosions can be classified in terms of modes of contact
between the hot fuel and cold liquid coolant, since different contact
modes can affect fuel-coolant mixing and thereby affect vapor ex-
plosion energetics. The configuration depends on the fuel entry

conditions, coolant conditions and geometrical arrangement. In the
case of corium release into a cavity with remaining water, a pouring
mode of contact is expected. Steam explosions have been investi-
gated extensively in this contact mode, a likely geometry in
postulated nuclear accidents as well as for actual accidents in non-
nuclear industries [1e4]. In this geometry, the corium jet pours into
the water, and can break up into fragments due to relative velocity
induced instabilities [5e7]. As the corium mixes with water in film
boiling, local vapor film collapse may occur and trigger rapid fuel
fragmentation. This will increase the heat transfer area causing
significant local pressurization. This generates shock wave propa-
gation throughout the already mixed corium inwater pool, thereby
causing an energetic explosion.

A different fuel-coolant contact mode occurs in a stratified ge-
ometry. In contrast to the pouring mode, the stratified explosion
considers that the molten corium and coolant are completely
separated by a stable vapor film [8]. Such a contact mode could
occur in a situation where water refloods a cavity region with
corium already present or when the water level is low and the
corium pours accumulates on the cavity floor without triggering
during its pour into the shallow water pool. In contrast to the
pouring mode of steam explosions, fuel-coolant mixing is not
considered in the stratified geometry. However, fluid instabilities
during boiling can cause vapor film collapse, and local mixing. In
this configuration, the explosion is due to propagation of local va-
por film collapse along the interface between the fuel and coolant
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layers.
In this work we first review previous stratified steam explosion

experiments including recent simulant experiments conducted at
KTH [12e14]. Next we compare a theoretical fuel fragmentation
explosion model between the pouring mode of contact and the
stratified mode of contact [8]. This comparison allows us to
examine under what conditions the stratified mode explosion en-
ergetics can exceed the pouring mode explosion energetics. These
analyses can help inform us as to the likely range of stratified steam
explosion energetics.

2. Review of stratified steam explosion experiments

2.1. Previous stratified steam explosion experiments

In this section, we review previous stratified steam explosion
experiments conducted at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), the
Joint Research Center at Ispra (JRC), Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL and UW-Madison). This brief review of these past experi-
ments suggests that prototypic experimental data are quite limited,
but simulant experiments for a stratified contact mode can provide
additional insight to this limited database.

The SNL ACM (Alternative Contact Mode) experiments consisted
of two experiments for a stratified contact mode vapor explosion
[9]. In these two tests, water was gently poured into a graphite
crucible (a few inches in diameter) on top of a high temperature
melt (a mixture of alumina and iron) generated by the thermite
reaction. The explosion occurred spontaneously in ACM-1, having a
short delay time; i.e., the time between completion of the thermite
reaction that produced the melt and the water pour onto the melt.
In the ACM-2 test, the delay time was increased and no sponta-
neous explosion occurred, presumably due to the formation of a
solid crust on top of the melt before water addition. These tests had
no instrumentation to quantify the conversion ratio to mechanical
work from the melt thermal energy.

A molten melt spreading experiment into a shallow water layer
was performed at JRC-Ispra (FARO L-26S) [10]. In this test a stainless
steel plate forming an angular sector of 17� was used as the
representative basemat surface. This spreading plate was covered
with a shallow water layer 10 mm high. The test objective was to
deliver a corium (128 kg of 80w% UO2 - 20w% ZrO2) melt pour and
observe spreading behavior at a moderate flow rate (about 2 l/s)
into water. With a melt temperature of 3000 K similar other FARO
tests where an FCI occurred, there was no steam explosion
observed. In the test report, researchers focused on describing the
spreading of the melt with temperature of the basemat plate, melt
spreading distance, melt height, and debris morphology. This was
part of a larger program of melt spreading into a dry cavity.

Argonne National Lab reported four series of experiments with
different techniques to quantify stratified steam explosions [11]. In
their first stratified steam explosion series of tests, 85e95 �C water
was gently poured onto 600e700 �C molten tin prepared in a long
(1 m) and narrow chamber (50 mmwide x 90 mm deep), forming a
30 mm molten tin layer. Experimental results showed that weak
spontaneous explosions occurred over wide time ranges. In the
second and third series of experiments a vertical chamber (0.3 m
long � 50 mmwide � 50 mm deep) was built, allowing two liquid
columns (Freon-22 as the coolant and water as the fuel) to be
poured into the chamber respectively. All tests failed to produce the
reproducible vertically stratified explosions due to the premature
mild interactions. In the fourth test series with the same vertical
chamber, Freon-22 (coolant) and water (fuel) were poured in the
chamber and were separated by 0.25 mmmylar diaphragm, and by
rapidly removing the mylar diaphragm the stratified geometry was
formed. The explosive interactionwas triggered from the bottom of

the chamber due to a trigger pulse and propagated vertically up-
ward. The steam explosions were observed at most tests, and a
peak pressure and shock propagation speed were measured, 1 MPa
and 150 m/s respectively. No measurements were made to quantify
the conversion ratio to mechanical work from the melt thermal
energy.

Bang and Corradini [8] conducted stratified steam explosion
experiments with different liquid pairs (water/liquid nitrogen and
water/Freon-12) in test sections of two different sizes; a small scale
(25 mmwide � 0.2 m long and 0.65 m high for water/LN2 tests and
1.26 m high for the water/R12 tests) and a large scale (64 mm
wide � 0.5 m long � 1.5 m high). The interactions were either
triggered by an external trigger or allowed to occur spontaneously
depending on the liquid pair and initial conditions. The major
experimental variables were initial water temperature, liquid layer
depths, and magnitude of the external trigger pressure. The ex-
periments were designed to determine the fuel-coolant in-
teractions depths of liquid-liquid mixing during the explosion
propagation and the dependence of these interactions depths on
the liquid layer depths were observed; i.e., these interaction depths
were found to be small (<1 cm). Based on the hypothesis that this
liquid-liquid mixing process was controlled by Rayleigh-Taylor
instability phenomena, a model for the depth of intermixing was
proposed. This model allows one to estimate the mixing dynamics
of stratified steam explosion based on key geometric parameters,
the length of the liquid layer interface and the depth of the top
liquid.

2.2. Simulant steam explosion experiments by KTH

The Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden (KTH) performed a
series of stratified steam explosion tests with two different facilities
recently [12e14]; PULiMS and SES. PULiMS and SES facilities
employ the same melt preparation technique consisting of 45 kW
induction furnace with a SiC crucible for melt preparation and melt
delivery via a funnel. The melt was poured into a spreading
chamber containing a shallow water layer. Each chamber had
different dimensions (PULiMS: 2 m wide � 1 m long � 1 m high,
SES: 1 wide � 1 m long � 0.8 m high). Once the melt has reached a
prescribed temperature it was released from the melt generator
through the delivery funnel into the chamber. The initial water
depth was fixed as 0.2 m in all PULiMS and SES tests. The molten jet
pour diameter was fixed at PULiMS as 20 mmwhile SES had 20 and
30mm jet diameters. Six tests were conducted in PULiMS and three
tests resulted in steam explosions. Only the last test (E6-PULiMS)
measured the explosion impulse (integrated force-time curve over
the chamber base) because force measurements were not used in
the first five tests. The PULiMS facility was initially built to examine
molten melt spreading phenomena like the FARO tests. KTH re-
searchers estimated the impulse for the previous five tests using
measured residual plastic deformation (deflection) of the bottom
spreading plate. This technique was benchmarked by comparing
the estimated impulse for E6 by this approach with the measured
impulse at E6. The estimated impulse for E6 ranged from 2 to 15%
deviation from PULiMS E6 data based on deformation analysis. In
the SES experiments, two out of three tests resulted in a steam
explosion, with the explosion impulse computed from force mea-
surements on the chamber base. Thus, KTH researchers report the
steam explosion kinetic energy and its efficiency using the force
measurements to compute the explosion impulse and its kinetic
energy.

In KTH’s conference publications, the steam explosion efficiency
was defined as
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ε ¼ Ereleased=Et
(1)

where Ereleased denotes total released energy and Et indicates
thermal energy of the melt poured into the test chamber, respec-
tively. In one of their early publications, they defined Ereleased as the
summation of kinetic energy, energy dissipated during bottom
plate deformation, and support frame deformation [13]. However,
the dissipated energies by the bottom plate and the support frame
deformation were insignificant compared to the computed kinetic
energy. After this early publication, KTH only used the kinetic en-
ergy to represent Ereleased. The kinetic energy was estimated as

Ek ¼ I2
.
2mw

(2)

where I is impulse from the interaction (integrated force with
respect to time), and mw is mass of accelerated water. Because the
exact mass of water accelerated during the explosion was not
measurable, they reported their results with different masses of
water corresponding to varying diameters of accelerated water
column ranging from 0.4 to 1.0 m times the initial water depth. The
diameter of 0.4 m corresponds to melt spreading area detected by
TCs and was chosen as the most plausible interaction area for
PULiMS E6. The diameter of 1.0 m is the width of the spreading
plate and thus is a maximum possible value, which gives lowest
possible efficiency. As we have reviewed the reported data, this is
the largest uncertainty in the explosion energetics analysis.

As noted, KTH researchers assumed the mass of accelerated
water amount by variation of the assumed diameter of water
column. However, they did not clearly document the height of the
water column. For the height used for the accelerated water col-
umn, we back-calculated from the reported water mass, based on
the assumed surface area given in their papers and water density.
The height used for the water column was ranged from 0.166 to
0.168 mwater height for PULiMS E6, which does not correspond to
the reported initial water level (0.2 m). If we use the initial water
level (0.2 m) for the calculation instead of 0.166e0.168 m, their
reported explosion kinetic energy and efficiency will be 88% of the
reported values; a second-order effect but notable. According to
the back-calculation for the height used for the water column,
they changed the height of water level for different cases
(0.13e0.21 m for SES cases), but they did not clarify how the
height of water column was determined. We will discuss alter-
native approaches for determination of the accelerated water
mass, mw.

The term, mw, corresponds to the mass of water accelerated by
the explosion impulse, as measured in the experiments. The
analysis assumes a one-dimensional expansion and in reality the
explosion expansion has multi-dimensional aspects. In this re-
gard, one may consider an alternative approach for estimatingmw.
Consider the explosion impulse propagation as described by the
water-steam sound speed and the explosion duration. In PULiMS
E6, KHT noted that mw is the water mass that was accelerated for
an impulse duration of 10 ms [13]. Based on this data, one can
calculate the characteristic length within the water that is effec-
tively accelerated before the explosion pressure is relieved at the
water-air surface. In this case the propagation length is 1e7 m
depending on the two-phase sound speed in water above the
stratified melt. This estimate suggests that the wave generated by
the impulse will propagate rapidly and it will be relieved when
the wave reaches free surface in 10 ms. Thus, it is hard to define
the exact accelerated water mass as limited to just the melt
spreading diameter. Assuming mw as the total water mass in the
test chamber provides a reasonable bound for the reported

efficiency calculation. If one uses the total water mass for the
calculation, steam explosion efficiency will be a factor of 20 times
lower that the reported efficiencies calculated for a 0.4 m diam-
eter x 0.16 m height water column at PULiMS and a factor of 10
times lower for the SES tests (Fig. 1).

2.3. Discussion of the melt intermixing depth

Considering that the amount of the molten liquids participating
in the energy transfer is also a key to the energetics of the explo-
sion, the depth of intermixing is an important parameter to esti-
mate in a stratified steam explosion. Bang and Corradini [8]
investigated experimentally the fuel-coolant intermixing depth
with awell-defined initial geometry for simulant fuel-coolant pairs.
In these experiments, they varied the initial depth of the bottom
hot liquid layer. This method is based on the hypothesis that the
mechanical work output in a stratified vapor explosion does not
change until the initial depth of the hot bottom liquid layer is
reduced to near the depth of intermixing and that mechanical work
would decrease as the depth is reduced further. The effect of the
overlying liquid volume was investigated by varying this liquid
layer depth. They reported that the mechanical work output
increased as the depth of overlying liquid increased within the
range of the available volume in the experiments. They developed a
mechanistic model (based on the role of Ralyeigh-Taylor in-
stabilities and film boiling collapse) that predicts an intermixing
depth for entire explosion period equal to:

Lmix ¼
"�

4
27

��
1
as

� ðrl � rvÞ3
ðrl þ rvÞ2

#�1=4"
1þ

�
r0l
rl

�1=2#�1�
d
c

�
(3)

where a is the magnitude of acceleration due to film collapse, rl, rv
and r0l are density of top liquid, top vapor, and bottom liquid,
respectively, c denotes the sonic speed in the top liquid layer and
d indicates the depth of the top liquid layer. Note the linear rela-
tionship between the depth of the top liquid layer and the depth of
penetration. This relationship was verified for small liquid layer
depths, but could be unrealistically large if the top liquid layer is
sufficiently deep. In such a case, however, the jet penetration time
would be limited by other factors such as boiling and jet breakup. It
is expected that the work output will reach a plateau for pool
depths larger than a few tens of centimeters, but these large depths
were not investigated in these previous experiments.

This relationship between the proposed intermixing lengthwith
the depth of overlying liquid is considered to be an upper bound.
Therefore, one could use this approach to bound the stratified
steam explosion energetics for severe accident conditions. This is
the approach taken in Section 3 of this report.

3. Limits to stratified steam explosion energetics as compared
to pouring contact mode

In this section, we calculate the limits on explosion energetics
based on our theoretical models that predict fuel-coolant mixing
mechanisms for a stratified steam explosion compared to a steam
explosion in pool geometry. This approach presents a general
bounding analysis that includes different mixing phenomena in
different steam explosion configurations. For a stratified geometry,
we employ Bang’s model for fuel mixing-fragmentation mecha-
nism [8] to estimate the amount of fuel mass involved in an ex-
plosion compared to the fuel explosion mass involved based on our
model for fuel fragmentation for a pool geometry [15].
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3.1. Review of the fuel mixing-fragmentation mechanism of the
stratified steam explosion

In a stratified vapor explosion in which the two liquid layers
initially are completely separated by a vapor film, vapor film
collapse on the arrival of the propagating explosion front causes
pressure driven interpenetration of the two liquids that results in
the rapid energy transfer and vaporization of the cold liquid. Then,
the high-pressure vapor region expands, working against the sur-
roundings. The rapid liquid-liquid mixing behind this shock front
may involve a number of mixing phenomena: i.e., Rayleigh-Taylor
(RT) instability, Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability and convective
turbulent mixing. Based on Bang et al. [8], the RT instability is the
primarily mechanism. The explosion front pressure propagates
faster through the liquid phase along the stratified interface
causing the vapor film to begin to collapse. The vapor film pressure
increases and then the acceleration of the interface is now directed
from the vapor to the liquid, causing RT instabilities to occur. This
causes jets of the overlying liquid to penetrate into the other liquid
(Fig. 2).

In this stratified geometry, the magnitude of the acceleration is
given [8] by

a ¼ ðPv � P∞Þ=rlLc (4)

where Lc is the curvature of the liquid-vapor interface. An appro-
priate choice for the length scale, Lc, is the Taylor wavelength under
the gravitational acceleration.

Lc � 2p
�
s=gðrl � rvÞ

�1=2
(5)

The initial jet velocity can be approximated to be the product of
the acceleration and an acceleration time scale as vjet ¼ at. For the
acceleration time (t), the characteristic time scale of the instability
wave growth, corresponding to the fastest growing wavelength, is
given by

Fig. 1. Schematics of the mass of accelerated water (the black bar is the assumed slug mass by KTH, while the actual slug mass is larger and bounded and this larger water mass
would imply a notable decrease the reported kinetic energy).

Fig. 2. Schematic of the explosive mixing mechanism in a stratified geometry.
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t ¼
"
4
27

a3ðrl � rvÞ3
sðrl þ rvÞ2
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(6)

Using Eqs. (4)e(6), one can obtain the initial jet velocity;

vjet ¼ at ¼ a
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Since the liquid density is much higher than vapor density, Eq.
(7) can be simplified as

vjet ¼
�
27
4

Lcs
ðPv � P∞Þ

�1=4
¼

"
27p
2

�
s

grl

�1=2 s
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The initial jet penetration velocity vmix on contact with the
bottom liquid (stratified fuel) can be obtained from the steady-state
Bernoulli’s equation for inviscid flow. Considering the pressure
equilibration at the stagnation point, one obtains

1
2
rl
�
vjet � vmix

�2 þ P ¼ 1
2
r0lv

2
mix þ P/vmix ¼ vjet

,"
1þ

�
r0l
rl

�1=2#

(9)

where prime ‘ denotes the bottom liquid. Thus, vmix indicates the
penetration rate into stratified fuel.

In this discussion, we have conservatively assumed that whole
stratified fuel-coolant interface will be involved in an explosion
simultaneously. This cannot happen in reality as the propagation
time is not instantaneous, but this assumed planar source for the
total fuel mass involved in the explosion provides an upper bound
energetics value for the stratified explosion. So, the surface area of
stratified fuel, Astr, exposed to this explosive mixing is defined by
the geometry of stratified pool with a square cavity of width, w
(Astr ¼ w2). The mixing rate in a stratified geometry in a square
cavity can be expressed as

_mmix � rf
_Vstr ¼ rf w

2vmix

¼ rf w
2

"
27p
2
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1þ

�
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rl
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(10)

3.2. Review of the fuel fragmentation mechanism for the pouring
mode steam explosion

In a pool geometry, Kim’s fragmentation model [16] assumes
that rapid fuel fragmentation is caused by a combination of hy-
drodynamic and thermal effects. The process of rapid fuel particle
fragmentation is described as occurring in four steps: (1) Film
boiling around molten fuel particles in the coolant liquid; (2) Un-
stable wave development at the coolant vapor-liquid interface
caused by the external pressure pulse, which initiates film collapse,
and subsequent coolant jet formation due to RT instabilities in a
spherical geometry; (3) Jet impingement on and likely penetration
of the molten fuel surface, and coolant encapsulation within the
fuel; and (4) Expansion of the molten fuel surface due to rapid

evaporation of the encapsulated coolant and fragmentation of the
fuel into smaller fragments that quench. In this work, a semi-
empirical model proposed by Tang et al. [15] is used to describe
this fuel fragmentation process and rate of fuel breakup. Given the
four-step conceptual picture described above, the fragmentation
rate is proportional to the corium droplet surface area and the
average jet velocity during the process;

_mf � rc
_Vpool � rfpD

2
mixNpvjetFðaÞgðtÞ (11)

where Dmix is the fuel particle diameter resulting from initial fuel
jet mixing in the coolant pool; Np is the number of particles at that
mixing diameter; vjet is the coolant jet velocity, FðaÞ is the sup-
pression factor for large coolant void fraction; gðtÞ is the factor for
the available fragmentation time (Fig. 3).

Knowing the melt-jet diameter (Dm-jet) and coolant pool height
(H), the fuel particle number Np can be estimated as

Np ¼
pD2

m�jetH
p
6D

3
mix

(12)

Eq. (12) provides the maximum number of fragmented parti-
cles, which describes the largest explosion energetics in pouring-
mode pool configuration for the bounding analysis conducted in
this study. The jet velocity vjet is approximated based on the
growth rate of coolant disturbances on the fuel particle surfaces.
In the process of fuel particle fragmentation, the stages of
vaporization of the entrapped coolant and the accompanying fuel
fragmentation occur on a much smaller time scale than the stages
of coolant jet formation and jet penetration into the fuel. The
process of coolant jet entrapment consists of three steps: vapor
film collapse, jet formation, and jet penetration. The first two
processes occur simultaneously and determine the velocity of the
jet entering the fuel. The jet velocity is in turn determined by the
growth rate of surface disturbances on the fuel. In Kim’s analysis
[16], this rate was calculated based on RT instability. Therefore we
have:

vjet;f � C,ða lÞ0:5 (13)

where C is constant, l is the wavelength, which is proportional to
the fuel drop’s radius Dmix/2, and a is the acceleration caused by the
rise of local pressure of the vapor. From Rayleigh’s equation for a
spherical geometry, a can be approximated for the initial jetting
behavior as [17]:

a ¼ 2ðP � PthÞ
rlDmix

(14)

where P is the local explosion pressure, and Pth is the threshold
pressure for film collapse. According to the theoretical work of Kim
[16], and the experimental results of Nelson [18], the threshold
pressure is in the range of a few bars; i.e., nearly ambient pressure.
As the ambient pressure rises, the threshold pressure also rises
[18]; however, no definite quantitative values have been suggested
from the data. In our model, the threshold pressure of 0.2 MPa has
been chosen for the ambient pressure condition.

The factor FðaÞ is introduced to keep this correlation consistent
with the mechanisms of the model because film collapse and
coolant jet impingement gradually become less likely to occur as
the vapor fraction increases. The factor F decreases from 1 to 0 at
a ¼ 50%, corresponding to reasonable transition from the bubbly
flow to the droplet flow regime. The factor gðtÞ is introduced into
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the model as our empirical approach to account for the character-
istic time, t, available for this fragmentation mechanism to be
operative before depressurization occurs from the coolant pool
surface. In this analysis, the factors FðaÞ and gðtÞ are assumed to be
unity ’1’ because we are focusing on initial steam explosion stage.

Substituting Eqs. (12), (13), and (14) into Eq. (11), we get the final
expression for the rapid fuel fragmentation rate as a function of the
local variables in the fuel coolant mixture:

_mf � rf
_Vpool � Crfp

6D2
m�jetH

Dmix

�ðP � PthÞ
rc

�0:5

(15)

The constant, C, in this discussion is chosen as 0.01 based on
Tang’s original analysis [15] inwhich this constant value, C, is found
to empirically bound the experimental data from KROTOS experi-
ments [19]. It is recognized that this approach to the analysis is not
completely mechanistic, but semi-empirical based on the proto-
typic KROTOS test data.

3.3. Comparison of fuel masses involved in a steam explosion for a
stratified and pool geometry

From Eqs. (10) and (15), we can calculate how much fuel would
rapidly fragmented and drive the energetics of the steam explosion
for a stratified and pool configuration respectively. So, by
comparing these fuel fragmentationmasses involved for a stratified
steam explosion, _mstr; and for a pool steam explosion, _mpool, we can
predict which geometry would produce the more energetic steam
explosion. When this ratio of masses for stratified to pool steam
explosions is larger than ‘1’, it indicates that a steam explosion in a
stratified geometry would be more energetic than for one in a pool
geometry.

_mstr
_mpool

¼ _mmix
_mf

¼
w2

�
27p
2

�
s
grl

	1=2
s

ðPv�P∞Þ

�1=4�
1þ

�
r0l
rl

	1=2��1

Cp
6D2

m�jetH
Dmix

�ðP�PthÞ
rc

	0:5 (16)

For a quantitative comparison, we use a cavity geometry, ex-
plosion pressure, and fuel mixing diameter in a prototypic range,
along with water properties. Table 1 shows all reference values
used in this comparison. From these values, we vary key parame-
ters individually, except water properties, to show the parameter
effect. In these comparisons, the water pool depth, H, is used as a
main parameter since it is believed that H could describe the geo-
metric transition from pool to stratified configuration. The density
of fuel is assumed to be 8000 kg/m3 for prototypic conditions, but it
also varied based on densities of simulant materials. The densities
of simulant materials are 8900 kg/m3 for Bi2O3, 7160 kg/m3 for
WO3, and 5890 kg/m3 for ZrO2; i.e., KTH used eutectic materials
composed of Bi2O3, WO3, and ZrO2 [14].

In this study, with varied parameters and H in proper range, we
calculate the critical condition for Dm-jet, Dm-jet, c, having same fuel
masses involved in an FCI for a stratified and pool geometry steam
explosion (when the ratio of masses for stratified to pool steam
explosions [Eq. (16)] is ‘1’).

Table 1
Summary of parameters used in this calculation.

Parameter Value

Dmix 1 cm
DP ~ (P - Pth) 10 MPa
D r ~ (rl - rvÞ for water 1000 kg/m3

r0 8000 kg/m3

s for water 0.05 N/m
w 5 m

Fig. 3. Schematic of the fragmentation mechanism in a pool geometry.
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It indicates that, if melt jet is smaller than Dm-jet, c, a stratified
geometry will be more energetic with more fuel mass involved in a
steam explosion otherwise a pool geometry will be dominant with
larger steam explosion energetics (see Fig. 4).

Figs. 4e7 shows that the effects of H, Dmix, w, r0 and DP on Dm-jet,

c. H and Dmix are the parameters related with pool configuration
steam explosion. Increasing Dmix under given Dm-jet will decrease
the interfacial area of fragmented particles in pool configuration,
thereby resulting in less mass rate participating to steam explosion
in a pool geometry. But a larger Hwill lead to the opposite result by
increasing interfacial area. Cavity dimension w and fuel density r0

are associated with stratified steam explosion configuration. A
larger cavity dimension, w, could provide more surface area for the
stratified steam explosion. The fuel density r0 affects the initial jet
penetration velocity vmix. A larger fuel density reduces the jet
penetration on the fuel side, therefore it will have a smaller mass
involved for stratified steam explosion. We would note that the
penetration velocity of fuel in Bang’s model [8] was theoretically
calculated from the jet velocity of water using Bernoulli’s equation,
while Tang [15] used the empirical constant C to get the penetration
velocity from water jet velocity based on experimental results.

The generated pressure DP is an important parameter in both
geometries, but the effect is more significant in a pool geometry
(Fig. 7). It is attributed to the difference in the wavelength associ-
ated with RT instability for different geometries. While this insta-
bility is primarily considered in both analyses, the wavelength for a
stratified geometry compared to a pool geometry are defined
differently. In a stratified geometry Taylor wavelength under the
gravitational acceleration is a reasonable choice, since we have a

planar geometry. In contrast the fragmented particle radius is used
in a pool geometry due to a spherical geometry of the fuel particle.
Consequently, increasing DP induces more energetic steam explo-
sion for pool configuration.

To summarize, using Eq. (17), one can compare the fuel mass
involved in a steam explosion in a stratified geometry compared to
the fuel mass involved in a pool geometry. As shown in Fig. 4, there

Pool energetics dominant

Stratified energetics dominant

Fig. 4. Dm-jet,c as a function of H with varying mixing diameter (Dmix).

Pool energetics dominant

Stratified energetics dominant

Fig. 5. Dm-jet,c as a function of H with varying width of the cavity (w).

Pool energetics 
dominant

Stratified energetics dominant

Fig. 6. Dm-jet,c as a function of H with varying fuel density (r0Þ
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is a limited set of conditions under which a steam explosion is more
energetic in a stratified geometry. In particular when melt jet
diameter is small, the stratified configuration explosion could
produce larger steam explosion energetics than the pouring mode.
While the stratified explosion would be more energetic on a rela-
tive basis the absolute energetic explosion output would be small,
since the total fuel mass involved would still be quite small.

4. Discussion and conclusion

In this work, we have examined the current state of knowledge
for stratified steam explosions by examining followed general
areas:

� A review of previous stratified steam explosion experiments
including recent KTH’s work,

� Established fuel-coolant limits on explosion energetics based on
corresponding fuel mixing mechanisms for stratified steam
explosion compared to fuel mixing in a pool geometry.

Some previous experiments reported stratified steam explo-
sions, but the detailed conditions for the explosion have not been
revealed to date. Based on our review, the explosion energetics in a
stratified geometry appears weaker. For a more in-depth discus-
sion, we developed a theoretical approach to compare the ener-
getics for stratified-mode and pouring-mode steam explosions
energetics. This evaluates howmuch molten fuel would participate
steam explosion for different configurations, and then compare the
fuel mass involved in a steam explosion in a stratified geometry
compared to pool geometry. Consequently, we can suggest a
limited set of conditions under which a steam explosion is more
energetic for a stratified geometry. We find that when melt jet
diameter is small (~1 cm), the stratified configuration explosion
could produce larger steam explosion energetics. While the strat-
ified explosion would be more energetic on a relative basis the
absolute energetic explosion output would be small as the calcu-
lation indicates. This is the case, since the total fuel mass involved
would still be quite small. Therefore, we conclude that the likeli-
hood is quite small to have more energetic steam explosion in a
stratified geometry compared to a typical pool geometry that
would present a challenge to containment integrity.
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Nomenclature

Roman symbols
a Magnitude of acceleration by film collapse
A Area
c Sonic speed
d Depth of the top liquid layer for stratified configuration
Dmix Fuel particle diameter from initial fuel jet mixing
Dm-jet Melt-jet diameter
E Energy
g gravity acceleration
H Pool height
I Impulse
Lc Curvature of liquid-vapor interface
Lmix Intermixing depth
mw Mass of accelerated water
_mmix Mixing mass rate for stratified configuration
_mf Fragmentation rate for pool configuration
Np Number of particles
P Pressure
Pth Threshold pressure
vjet Jet velocity
vmix Initial jet penetration velocity
_V Mixing volume rate
w Width of cavity

Greek symbols
a Vodifraction
ε Steam explosion efficiency
r Density
r0 Molten fuel (or bottom material for stratified

configuration) density
s Surface tension
t Acceleration time
l Wavelength

Subscript
l Liquid
v Vapor
∞ Bulk
str Stratified configuration
pool Pool configuration
released Released energy
t Thermal energy
k Kinetic energy
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